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FREt • Published Mondays and Thursdays 
What time is it?- Floral frenzy Vera Bradley handbags 
and accessories blossom 
at UCF-SEENEWS,A2 
UCF announces kickoff times for 





lac Sunderland is a teenager working on 
a pretty big summer project sailing 
around.the world solo.lac got started 
·early June with a crowd of onlookers • 
cheering him. He set sail from Malina del 
Rey,Calif He's just 16 and needs to finish 
before he's 18 to become the youngest 




Gadget lovers worldwide camped out 
for the global rollout of the new model 
of Apple's iPhone, which is also the first 
iPhone to go on sale in many countries. 
By late Thursday,many iPhone fans were 
sleeping on the streets to ensure they 
would be among the first to purchase 
come Friday morning. 
m Breaking news on yc,ur cell 
Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 44636. 
AROUND CAMPUS, A2 
'TAKE A SMARTER 
APPROACH TO WEIGHT 
LOSS PROGRAMS 
A six-week weight management 
program is starting today at 2 p.m. in 
the Wellness Center Classroom of the 
Recreation and Wellness Center. It 
costs $22 and comes with many 
bonuses, including books on the topic. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
TROPICAL STORM 
BERTHA COULD STILL 
HIT BERMUDA 
Bertha weakened Sunday into a 
tropical storm as it hovered near 
Bermuda, but forecasters are saying it 
might still deal a glancing blow to the 
Atlantic Island before heading farther 
west. Outer bands from the storm are 
expected to hit the island today. 
NATION & WOR .D, A4 
POPE BENEDICT XVI 
ARRIVES IN AUSTRALIA, 
SPEAKS ON SCANDALS 
Pope Benedict XVI arrived in Australia 
on Sunday, saying he wants to use his 
visit to raise awareness about global 
wanning and address the crisis of 
clergy sexual abuse. Benedict will 
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Medical amnesty· excludes drug use 
Revisions only protect alcohol consumption · MEDICAL AMNESTY POLICY 
JILLIAN KROTKI 
Staff Writer 
The proposed medical. 
amnesty policy, which once 
included illegal drug use, is 
now going to be called the 
. Alcohol Emergency Policy 
and will only be available to 
students who have consumed 
too much alcohol 
' 
Enter at own risk 
The original amnesty pro-
posal was intended to protect 
stulfents from the university 
taking disciplinary action 
when asking for help regard-
ing serious ~cohol or illegal 
_drug use. 
Being that it is still in its 
proposal stage, Kerry Welch, 
director of the Office of 
Student Involvement, said 
that modifications are likely. 
"'Jl.e reason for the pro-
posal was sparked by prob-
lems with alcohol," Welch 
explained. "The reasonable 
approach would be to apply it 
to alcohol first and then take 
further steps if it's effective." 
Derek Harris, the director 
PLEASE SEE OFFICIAL ON A7 
In cases of intoxication and/or alcohol poisoning, the primary concern is the health 
and safety of the individual(s) involved. Individuals are strongly encouraged to call for 
medical assistance for themselves or for a friend/acquaintance who is dangerously 
intoxicated. 
No student seeking medical treatment for an alcohol or other drug-related overdose 
will be subject to university discipline for the sole violation of using or possessing 










A Rosen College professor 
has been working with a Cen-
tral American government to 
increase tourism in an 
. impoverished 
province. 
. PHOTOS BY MAX BEHRMAN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 







at Rosen, has Croes 
CLOSED Parking garages are closed while . 
summer student 
demand is lessened 
teamed up 
with govern-
nfent officials in the Guayas 
province of Ecuador to boost 
tourism and the overall econ-
omy in a region where unem-
ployment is high, according 
to a recent press release. FOR 
MELISSA CHADBOURNE 
Contributing Writer 
Parking Garage A closed 
the last week of June, and is 
intended to reopen before 
August 25, just in time for the 
fall term. 
According to information 
from Parking Services 
through Christine Dellert of 
UCF News and Information, 
the closure is not due to any 
structural safety issues~ 
Rather, ·ucF decided to 
close down the garage dur-
ing the sum.mer semester 
when parking demands are 
lessened. The construction 
crew is working quickly to 
re-open the garage in time 
for fall. 
"The repairs are focused 
on some problems that 
weren't in the original plans, 
and include fixing the control 
and expansion joints and 
beveling," Dellert said in an e-
mail interview. "These joints 
are used in concrete struc-
tures due to their tendency to 
e_xpand and contract with 
moisture and temperature 
changes." 
While yellow construction 
tap_e and · a sign announcing 
the closure have blocked off 
the main entry for vehicles, 
no other means have been 
used to prevent entry. The 
doors remain unlocked, and 
no other pathways have been 
taped off. 
UCF and the contractors 
and subcontractors have been 
in litigation for nearly a year 
now over whether the g?.rage 
• 
Till August 15th 
is completed. Both parties are 
close to reaching a settle-
ment. The suit was filed 
through Orange County 
involving subcontractor 
Dura-Stress Inc. and contrac-
tor Hardin Construction Co. 
According to the report, 
the plan will involve a variety 
of ventures, "from improving 
area signage to launching an 
international marketing cam-
paign to training hundreds of 
service workers." 
Also stated in the report, 
Croes' plan would generate 
close to 30,000 jobs in the 
province and hopefully boost 
.tourism spending from $380 
million to $912 million in just 
10 years. 
"Currently, about one mil-
lion people live under the 
poverty line in the province," 
Croes said. "One of the goals 
of this project is to provide 
the opportunity. It is not 
something that is unrealistic." 
Croes was first contacted 
PLEASE SEE PLAN ON A7 
MommyMixer offers new job opportunities 
JESSICA J. SAGGIO 
News Editor 
As UCF students shufile to 
find jobs in today's receding 
economy, a new program to 
the Central Florida area may 
offer a new opportunity to fill 
1 empty pockets. . 
MommyMixer is a business 
that hosts small parties for · 
local moms to meet potent:ral 
babysitters. The goal of the 
mixer is to unite the two in a 
comfortable social setting so 
moms can feel at ease hiring 
sitters to enter into their hon:re 
and take care of their children. 
Joy Ashlock. Orlando city 
manager of Mom.myMixer, 
said that she recruits sitters 
from area college campuses 
including Seminole Commu-
nity College, UCF and Valen-
cia Community College. How-
ever, she said the majority of 
sitters come from UCF. 
"The objective of Mom-
myMixer is it creates the 
opportunity for the mom to 
meet the sitter and check her 
out before they invite some-
one into their home to be 
around their most precious 
thing - their children," 
Ashlock said 
PLEASE SEE SERVICE ON A7 
,-------;;;;::::;;;:;;:;:::::-:::--:::===-:::--::---:--------::;-:------,---;---i MommyMixerthrows 
parties so local moms 
can meet potential 
college-age babysitters. 
The next mixers will 
'-"'!'r"i~ start up in August and 
sitters must submit a 
profile online. 




News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Take a smart approach to weight 
A six-week weight manage-
ment program is starting today 
at 2 p;m. in the Wellness Center 
Classroom of the Recreation and 
Wellness Center. 
The program focuses on a 
smart approach to weight man-
agement, which includes an 
informational class, a book and a 
weekly motivational e-mail cor-
respondence. The price is $22. 
Call 407-823-5841 for more 
information. 
Help keep stress to a minimum 
Learn how to manage your 
stress and anxiety in college at a 
session by Health Services. 
The group will focus on the 
impact of stress and how it 
relates to each individual stu-
dent. The session starts at 2:30 
p.m. tomorrow at the Wellness 
Center Conference Room. 
Call 407-823-584l for more 
information. 
The job market shouldn't be scary 
Gather information about the 
job market at a session hosted by 
Career Services on Wednesday 
atlp.m. 
, The session will cover how to 
effectively identify employment 
opportunities. 




Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Tropical Stonn Bertha could still hit 
Bennudabefore heading west 
HAMILTON, Bermuda -
Bertha weakened Sunday into a 
tropical storm as it hovered 
near Bermuda, but forecasters 
say it might still deal a glancing 
blow to the Atlantic island. 
Bertha's outer bands were 
expected to brush the island in . 
the coming days. 
Over the weekend, most 
tourists chose to hang out in 
pools and walk along the beach 
instead of battle the storm-
whipped surf and rip currents 
along Bermuda's southern 
coast. Signs were posted 
announcing that beaches are 
closed. · 
''You can go out and swim if 
you like, but lifeguards will not 
come out and get you," said 
Darnell Joell, a bartender at 
Coco Reef resort. 
Lifeguards at Horseshoe 
Beach blocked the shoreline 
with bright red tape and turned 
· tourists away. Many lingered, 
however, taking pictures of the 
crashing waves. 
The U.S. National Hurri-
cane Center said. the storm's 
maximum sustained winds 
decreased to near 65 miles per 
hour. Bertha was centered 
about about 180 miles south-
east of Bermuda 
The center said Bertha was 
moving northwest at about two 
miles per hour. The center of 
.the storm is expected to pass 
slowly not far to the. southeast 
and east of Bermuda, dumping 
2-4 inches of rain on the island. 
The center's hurricane track-
ing map showed Bertha side-
swiping Bermuda on Monday, a 
day later than earlier forecasts. 
Many tourists were largely 
unconcerned. 
"It's not really going to hit 
that hard," said Eilif Kenny, 21, 
who was visiting from Ireland. 
"If it was ... I'd be under the 
bed." 
Bertha became the Atlantic 
season's first hurricane on July 
7 and has vacillated between a 
Category 1 and 2 storm. 
Meanwhile, Tropical Storm 
Elida swirled off Mexico's 
Pacific coast, about 250 miles 
(405 kilometers) southwest of 
Acapulco. 
The hurricane center said 
Elida was headed farther out to 
sea It had sustained winds of 
nearly 65 mph (100 kph) on 
Sunday morning and was trav-
eling west-northwest at 16 mph 
(26kph). 
Florida crowns a new Miss Florida 
USA 2009 from Plantation 
DAVIE - A Plantation, 
woman has won the crown of 
Miss Florida USA 2009. 
Nineteen-year-old Anasta-
gia Pierre will go on to repre-
sent the Sunshine State in the 
Miss . USA competition in 
April. Pierre is a student at 
PLEASE SEE LOCAL ON ij 
JESSICA J. SAGGIO 
News Editor 
Walking around UCF, it's 
almost certain that students 
will s'ee hallways filled with 
girls sporting the floral sen-
sation known as Vera 
Bradley. But as the quilted 
handbag brand grows with 
new patterns and acces-
sories, the UCF obsession 
continues to blossom right 
in accordance to this 
Southern craze. 
Candi Neuweiler, studio 
owner of the Oviedo Mar-
ketplace Merle Norman, 
which sells the Vera Bradley 
line, said that sales of Vera 
Bradley in her store have . 
grown 74 percent in the last 
year. She attributes this 
growth to the brand's popu-
larity at UCF, which is now 
spreading into local high 
schools. 
"They're [Vera Bradley] 
definitely more popular in 
the college age," Neuweiler 
said. "For that time in 
between classes you need to 
bring your books and all 
your stuff, Vera Bradley can 
offer lots of help with that. 
There's lots of laptop cases, 
totes, pencil cases, sta-
tionery and things like that, 
so it makes sense for these 
women on the go. Also, it's 
huge among the sororities." 
Stefanie Elliott, a nursing 
major and senior beauty 
adviser at Merle Norman, 
agreed. 
"I would say daily we get 
UCF students in here buying 
Vera," Elliott said, who 
works at Neuweiler's store 
in Oviedo. 
For those who aren't 
familiar with the Vera 
Bradley line, the company 
started in 1982 when 
founders Patricia Miller and 
Barbara Bradley were in an 
airport in Atlanta and 
noticed a lack of feminine-
style luggage. The brand was 
named after Bradley's moth-
er, Vera Bradley, and is 
known for its styles that offer 
a lot of pockets and versatili-
ty. 
Still, the question remains 
on why the line has gained 
such popularity at UCF. 
Neuweiler said the bags have 
gained tremendous popular-
ity in the South and in the 
New'England area However, 
towards the west, in places 
like California, the brand 
struggles to even get 
noticed. 
Elliott said that the bags 
are just handy and have lots 
of pockets and are very prac-
tical for everyday use and 
travel. Neuweiler agreed, 
saying they are very versatile 
and you can use them for 
practically anything whether 
. it be used as luggage, a beach 
bag, a makeup bag or just to 
complement an outfit. She 
also said as more and more 
people buy the product, 
more and more people catch 
on to the trend. 
"It's like a unique bond 
you have with somebody 
else because they're carrying 
what you like," Neuweiler 
said. "But you are going to 
look totally different carry-
Vera Bradley handbags and 
accessories splash UCF campus 
with fun .colors and patterns 
, SARAH ROGERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Emily Marino, an employee at the Merle Nonnan in the Oviedo Marketplace, displays Vera Bra~le(s "Weekender" and "Two-
compartment Poleman" in the yellow bird pattern. Behind her a colorful wall of Vera Bradley 1s displayed for customers .. 
ing it than your other friend. 
They have so many different 
style purses and handbags 
and accessories that there's 
something for everyone -
the age span is 2 years old to 
people over 90." 
Both also asserted that 
their price tag has a lot to do 
with their popularity. Vera 
Bradley bags range in price 
from $27 to $92, accc1tding to 
the Vera Bradley Web site. 
"They are real practical 
and there are all different 
styles, and for me I don't 
want to carry a bag that's 
really really expensive that 
I'm going to be putting on 
tli.e floor," Elliott said. 
"These are fairly inexpen-
sive and you can wash them. 
Plus, you can get accessories 
to match and get a whole 
collection." 
But as more and more 
women fawn over the style,· 
an up and coming breed of 
men have sparked interest in 
the brand. Kenny Hart, a 
mechanical engineering 
major, said he proudly wears 
the line of Vera Bradley neck 
ties. The line also offers 
cumberbunds, bowties, cuf-
flinks and pocket squares for 
men. 
"I wanted one because 
they look awesome and 
they're fratty," Hart said~ 
"They're like 20,000 differ-
ent colors and they're all 
ridiculous" 
On the other hand, some 
students like Nicole Bod-
chon, a hospitality manage-
ment major, refuse to buy 
into the fad. 
"My opinion is that it 
reminds me of something 
my grandma and all of her 
friends have," Bodchon said, 
who prefers to carry unique 
off-brand styles and surf 
styles like Roxy and O'Neill. 
Bodchon said she has 
never been interested in the 
brand and thinks it's only 
popular because girls think it 
matches everything when it 
doesn't. 
Even so, as the company 
continues to come out with 
new styles and prints, the 
LOCAL WEATHER 
popularity remains in a state 
of constant growth.- But will 
the trend last? 
Ashley Connelly, an event 
management major who reg-
ularly sports her Vera attire, 
thinks the style is here to 
stay. 
"They're actually afford-
able and cute," she said. "I 
think it will last because 
Vera Bradley comes out with 
new designs all the time and 
people will gravitate towards 
the new designs rather than 
a new trend, I think." 
Bodchon felt otherwise. 
"It will definitely fade 
because there will be a new 
type of Kinsey coming out 
and people will get hooked 
on that in no time, and the 
old lady look will be back to 
the old ladies," Bodchon 
said. 
In the meantime, 
Neuweiler said her Merle 
Norman will continue to 
cater to the UCF crowd and 
even offer a 10 percent dis-
count to customers with a 
UCF student ID. 
Today TODAY IN DETAIL Tuesday High:86° 
Today: 40 percent chance of rain T-STORMS Low:74° EVENING later in evening. Southwest winds at 
T-STORMS 8mph. 
High:90° Tonight: Storms into the evening. · Wednesday High:83° Southwest winds at 9 mph. 
T-STORMS Low:74° Low:74° 
~ "' V 
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A UCF political science 
student is one of only 20 stu-
dents in the country selected 
to receive a prestigious fellow-
ship funded by the U.S. 
Department of State . 
Christopher Estoch was 
chosen out of about 1,000 
applicants to receive · the 
Thomas R. Pickering Under-
graduate Foreign Affairs Fel-
lowship. 
The awarc;l will pay for 
Estoch's tuition, room and 
board for his last two years at 
UCF and his first year in grad-
uate school for international 
relations. 
Estoch had to complete art 
application, an exam and 
attend an interview in' Wash-
ington, D.C., in order to be 
selected, according to the 
Woodrow Wilson Founda-
tion's Web page. The founda-
tion manages the Pickering 
Fellowship for the U.S. State 
Department. The fellowship is 
a distinguished award, and 
learning that he was nominat-
ed as a fellow "was very excit-
ing," Estoch said. 
He is not yet sure where he 
will pursue his graduate stud-
ies, but he wants to do it in one 
of three locations: Washing-
ton D.C., New York or Boston. 
After finishing his graduate 
studies, Estoch ·will serve as a 
Foreign Service Officer at the 
U.S. Department of State for 
four and a half years. He will 
serve ·some time in the coun'" · 
try, but he will mostly be 
abroad 
"They, send you to two 
countries for two years each," 
Estoch said · 
Estoc~ said it is hard to get 
a job as- a Foreign Service 
Officer, and that he cannot 
wait to serve as one. 
Estoch will also attend an 
institute the summer after he 
finishes his junior . year at a 
graduate school of public poli-
cy and international affairs. 
The Pickering Fellowship will 
be decidfog soon if this :will 
take place next summer at the 
THOMAS R. PICKERING UNDERGRADUATE 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS FELLOWSHIP 
The fellowship program is funded by the United States 
Department of State and administered by the Woodrow Wilson 
National Fellowship Foundation (WWNFF).The Department of 
State seeks a Foreign Service that represents America in world 
affairs with 'citizens who reflect the diversity and excellence of 
our society. The program seeks to recruit talented students in 
academic programs relevant to international affairs, political and 
economic analysis, administration, management, and science 
policy.The goal is to attract outstanding students from all ethnic, 
racial and-social backgrounds, who have an interest in pursuing a 
Foreign Service career in the U.S. Department of State. 
University of Maryland or at 
Princeton University, .Estoch 
said. Regardless, at the seven-
week summer institute he will 
receive training in various 
subjects including economics, 
communication skills, policy 
analysis, etc. 
The following two sum-
mers· he will do two intern-
ships, one abroaq. and one. at 
the State Department in Wash-
ington, D.C. The internship 
abroad will be at a U.S. 
embassy. 
"I have to bid to the 
embassies and the ones that 
need an intern will offer me 
positions," Estoch said 
His parents also share his 
excitement. "My parents were 
very excited when they heard 
that I have about eight years 
planned out ahead," he said. "It 
feels good to know a lot is 
taken care of," he said. 
Estoch's career emphasis is 
on· international relations. He 
plans to do his honors-in-the-
major thesis on the subject of 
strategic weapons. 
"These weapons may be 
more dangerous then they 
were during the Cold War," he 
said. 
· The issues 0£ genocide and 
human rights are also subjects 
where Estoch wants to focus . 
his attention. 
As if he is not busy enough 
already, Estoch serves as a . 
senator in the Student Gov-
ernment Association on cam- · 
pus, he interns at the campus' 
Global Perspective Office and 
he works at the College of Sci-
ences. In his spare time Estoch 
likes to play sports, and travel 
"It's an interesting world 
out there," he said. 
Estoch was born in Olds-
mar, and became interested in 
international affairs at a young 
age. . ' 
"All my grandparents are 
from European countries," he 
said, "my grandma always sup-
ported me and took me 
throughout Europe." 
Estoch's ancestors came 
from Ukraine, Slovakia, Ire-
land and Germany. 
In the future, Estoch would 
like to make a career out of 
Foreign Service, and deal with 
political aff~s in any country 
he might be living in. 
Estoch wishes that more 
people from Cent_ral Florida 
would become interested in 
foreign affairs. 
"More people are in mill- . 
tary than in Foreign Service," 
he said. ''.And that clearly 
shows the current situation in 
our country." 
For more information on 
the Thomas R. Pickering 
Undergraduate Foreign 
Affairs Fellowship, please visit 
www.woodrow.org/fellow-
ships. 
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COURTESY JACQUE BRUND 
Christopher Estoch, a political science major at UCF, was one of 20 students of the nation chosen to receive the Pickering Fellowship in 















LOCAL & STATE 
FROM A2 
Nova Southeastern Universi-
ty in Davie. She plans to 
become a certified physician 
assistant. 
Pierre beat 48 contestants 
from across the state during 
the final competition Satur-
day in Broward County. The 
young women are judged in 
personality, swimsuit and 
evening gown categories. 
Miss Florida 2008, Jessica ' 
Rafalowski, placed in the top 
10 at the Miss USA Pageant in 
April 
Man who slept on infant will be 
charged with manslaughter 
LEHIGH ACRES - A 
Lehigh Acres man is charged 
with manslaughter after 
authorities say he fell asleep 
on his infant son and suffo-
cated the child. 
/ulio Gonzalez, 28, was 
bemg held in the Lee County 
Jail. According to a sheriff's 
office report, Gonzalez fell 
asleep on Cesar Gonzalez 
after feeding the infant. 
Deputies were called to 
Gonzalez's · home Friday, and 
found crews trying to revive 
the boy. The child was taken 
to a hospital, where he was 
pronounced dead 
Kayaker in South Florida drowns 
after vessel capsized in canal 
WEST PALM BEACH -
Authorities say a man kayak-
ing in a South Florida canal 
died after the vessel cap-
sized 
The Palm Beach County 
Sheriff's Office spokes-
woman Teri Barbera says the 
case appears to be a drown-
ing but the medical examiner 
will determine a cause of 
death. 
Authorities received a 911 
call Saturday night, reporting 
a capsized kayaker. West 
Palm Beach Fire.:Rescue offi-
cials recovered the man's 
body about an hour later. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the country 
Tennessee colleges must slash 
programs to hefp with budget 
NASHVILLE - Tennessee 
colleges and universities deal-
ing with $56 million in cuts 
this year must.decide which of 
their undergraduate programs 
are expendable. 
At Tennessee State Univer-
sity, its governing board has 
targeted at least 12 programs 
that are low producing and in 
danger of termination next 
year as part of a three-year 
review cycle. 
One of those programs at 
the historically black institu-
tion is in the Africana Studies 
department, which had a 
budget last year of nearly 
$320,000. . 
The department's degree 
program had only 15 students, 
the lowest of any undergradu-
ate major program at the 
school. 
"Instead of trying to serve 
everyone, we need to develop 
a more narrow focus on some 
of our programs," said TSU 
Provost Robert Hampton. 
Four students earned a 
bachelor's degree from the 
program in 2007. 
The Tennessee Board of 
Regents has identified a total 
of 70 such programs. 
In 2006, the board cut 18 
percent of programs under 
review and axed nearly 25 per-
cent in 2003, during a budget 
· year similar to this one. 
Undergraduate degree 
programs must average at 
least 10 graduates over five 
years to avoid the low-pro-
ducing tag. 
Master's degree programs 
must average at least five 
annual graduates; doctorate 
degree programs need three. 
Gov. Phil Bredesen pro-
posed the higher education 
cuts as part of his plan to deal 
with sharply declining rev-
enues. 
But Timothy Caboni, asso-
ciate dean at Vanderbilt Uni-
versity's Peabody College, 
said program terminations are 
becoming increasingly neces-
sary for schools across the 
country facing long-term 
budget cuts. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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Keep cwrent with headlinespom around the glo'be 
GREGORIO BORGIA/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Pope Benedict XVI looks on as he meets journalists during a press conference on the 
flight from Rome to Sydney, Australia, on Saturday. He spoke at the World Youth Day. 
Pope Benedict XVI arrives in 
Australia, speaks on scandals 
SYDNEY, Australia -
Pope Benedict XVI arrived 
in Australia on Sunday, say-
ing he wants to use his visit 
to raise awareness about 
global warming and 
address the crisis of clergy 
sexual abuse. 
Benedict suggested to 
reporters on the flight from 
the Vatican that he would 
express regret about abuse 
by priests, though victims' 
groups are demanding he 
go further and make a 
direct forinal apology. 
The clergy abuse scan-
dal is a serious note in the 
pope's 10-day visit to Aus-
tralia - his first - during 
which he will join the 
World Youth Day festival 
that has attracted more 
than 200,000 people. 
Benedict, 81, flew more 
than 20 hours from Rome 
to touch down at a military 
air base on Sydney's out-
skirts. He waved briefly as 
he climbed down the 
plane's stairway and was 
greeted on the tarmac by 
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd 
and other church and· gov-
ernment officials. 
He was driven to a 
retreat in Sydn_ey where he 
will stay out of the public 
eye until ·the youth festival 
begins Thursday. 
President Bush says energ}' 
problems are Congress' fault 
WASHINGTON 
President Bush on Saturday 
tried to pin the blame on 
Congress for soaring ener-
gy prices and said lawmak- -
ers need to lift long-stand-
ing restrictions on drilling 
for oil in pristine lands and 
offshore tracts believed to 
hold huge reserves of fuel. 
"It's time for members of· 
Congress to address the 
pain that high gas prices are 
causing our citizens," the 
president said. "Every extra 
dollar that American fami-
lies spend because . of high 
gas prices is one less dollar 
they can use to put food on 
the table or send a child to 
college. The American peo-
ple deserve better." 
With gasoline prices 
above $4 a gallon, Bush and 
his Republican allies think 
Americans are more will-
ing to allow drilling off-
shore and in an Alaska 
wildlife refuge that envi-
ronmentalists have fought 
successfully for decades to 
protect. 
Nearly half the people 
surveyed by the Pew 
Research Center in late 
June said they now consid-
er energy exploration and . 
drilling more important 
than conservation, com-
pared. with a little over a 
third who felt that way only 
five months ago: 
The sharpest shift in 
attitude came among polit-
ical liberals. 
Democrats say they are 
for drilling, but argue that 
oil companies aren't going 
after the oil where they 
already have leases. So why 
open new, protected areas? 
they ask. 
Democrats say there are 
68 ·million acres of federal 
land and waters where oil 
and gas companies hold 
leases, but aren't producing 
oil. 
''Americans are fed up 
every time they go to fill up 
and they're right to demand 
action. But instead of a seri-
ous response, President 
Bush and his allies simply 
repeat the same old line 
more drilling," Rep. Chris 
Van Hollen, D-Md., said in 
the Democrats' radio 
address. 
Classic rock band The Who 
celebrated by VH1 Rock Honors 
LOS ANGELES - Ute 
Who was celebrated at a 
special concert by a few 
bands outside of their gener-
ation. 
The legendary band was 
honored at the Saturday tap-
ing of the third annual vm 
Rock Honors, which will air 
Thursday on the cable chan-
nel. Celebrity guests such as 
David Duchovny, Mila 
Kunis, Rainn Wilson and 
Adam Sandler introduced 
The Flaming Lips, Foo Fight-
ers, Incubus, Tenacious D 
and Pearl Jam, who covered 
songs from such Who 
albums as Tommy, The Who · 
Sell Out and Quadrophenia. 
Who guitarist Pete 
Townshend and lead singer 
Roger Daltry close9- the spe-
cial concert at UCLA's 
Pauley Pavilion with a per-
formance of some of ·the 
band's greatest hits. 
Original drummer Keith · 
Moon died in London in 
1978. Original bassist John 
Entwistle died in Las Vegas 
in 2002. 
Moon and Entwistle were 
remembered in pre-taped · 
retrospectives during the 
over two-hour show. 
"I have had a life of 
absolute privilege and won-
der," Daltry told AP Televi-
sion News o.n !=he red carpet 
before the concert. "How 
could it ever be bittersweet? 
I miss old friends, but they 
are with me. When we start 
playing our music, John 
(Entwistle) and Keith 
(Moon) echo with us all the 
time, so it's kind of like they 
never left." 
The Office funnyman 
Wilson, dressed as Elton 
John's character Local Lad 
from Tommy, introduced 
The Flaming Lips, who per-
formed a medley of songs 
from The Who's legendary 
1969 rock opera · 
Flaming Lips frontman 
Wayne Coyne began the 
Tommy set inside of a giant 
plastic bubble that which 
· traveled over the first few 
rows of the audience. 
Pakistan says no foreign force is 
· allowed to look for bin Laden 
NEW YORK- Pakistan's 
top diplomat said Saturday 
th~re are no U.S. or other for-
eign military personnel on 
the hunt for Osama . bin 
Laden in his nation, and none 
will be allowed in to search 
for the al-Qaida leader. 
In an interview with the 
Associated Press, Pakistani 
Foreign Minister Shah Mah-
moqd Qureshi said his 
nation's new government has 
ruled out such military oper-
ations, covert or otherwise, to 
catch militants. 
"Our government's policy 
is that our troops, paramili-
tary forces and our regular 
forces are deployed in suffi-
cient numbers. They are 
capable of · taking action 
there. And any foreign intru-
sion would be counterpro-
ductive," he said Saturday. 
"People will not accept it. 
Qµestions of sovereignty 
come in." 
The United States has 
grown increasingly frustrat-
ed as al-Qaida, the Taliban 
and other militants thrive in 
Pakistan's remote areas and 
in neighboring Afghanistan, 
and has offered U.S. troops to 
strike at terror networks. 
Critics in Washington also 
have expressed frustration 
with the new Pakistani gov-
ernment's pursuit of peace 
deals in the region. 
Bin Laden is believed to be 
hiding somewhere along the 
rugged and lawless Afghan-
Pakistan border region. 
- ASSOCJATED PRESS 
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McCain and Obama.try to gain Hispanic vote 
LAURA WIDES-MUNOZ 
Associated Press 
ORLANDO - Like eager 
but awkward suitors, Barack 
Obama and John McCain are 
working hard and sometimes 
fumbling in their efforts to 
court Hispanic voters who 
could swing November's 
presidential election. 
For the African-American 
Obama and white Anglo 
McCain, the problem is less 
one of language than of trying 
to understand a group whose 
own diversity can make it a 
mystery to others. It's not a 
simple matter of saying, 
"Take me to your leaders." 
But that, in essence, is the 
ground game the presidential 
candidates and their cam-
paigns have been playing in 
pitching to voters who could 
form decisive constituencies 
in critical battleground states.· 
"They just come to me and 
say, 'Who are the bosses of 
the Latin community?"' said 
Patrick Manteiga, who runs a 
· family-owned newspaper for 
Hispanics in Tampa's historic 
Cuban neighborhoo.d of Ybor 
City .. '!That's like coming and 
asking, 'Who are the bosses of 
white America, of the soccer 
moms?"' 
Both candidates are press-
ing their case in three speech-
es in as many weeks to His-
panic umbrella groups and 
working in other ways to 
make their outreach more 
sophisticated. Republicans 
have opened an office in · 
Orlando, where most of the 
state:s Puerto Ricans live, and 
Obama opens one this week 
in Ybor City. 
They've both got their 
work cut out for them in 
appealing to a large and · 
growing segment of the pop-
ulation that has leaned Demo-
cratic but has not always been 
motivated to vote. A recent 
AP-Yahoo News polr found 
Obama leading McCain 47 
per<;ent to 22 percent among 
Hispanic voters, with 26 per-
cent undecided. 
McCain is respected by 
many Hispanics for refusing 
to pander to anti-immigrant 
sentiment over the years. Yet 
he is viewed in some Latin 
quarters as a sequel to the 
unpopular ],>resident Bush, a 
problem he has with v:oters at 
large, too. 
LAWRENCE JACKSON ANO JAE C. HONG / ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Presid~ntial candidate Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., and candidate Sen. Barack Obama, 0-111., spoke about different topics to the League of United Latin American Citizens Convention in Washington,D.C., Tuesday' July 8. 
Obama's vitality and soar'-
ing oratory appeal to Hispan-
. ics just as · they do to others. 
Whoops of approval were 
heard throughout his speech 
this week to the League of 
United Latin American Citi-
zens Convention. 
Yet Obama emerged from 
Democratic primaries a dis-
tant second to rival Hillary 
Rodham. Clinton among most 
Hispanic groups. Like voters 
at large, Latin voters question 
the one-term senator's expe-
r~ence. And there are tensions 
between blacks· and Hispan-
ics. 
The McCain campaign is 
countµig on such voters, hop-
ing they will judge him as an 
individual and not a fixture of 
the Republican Party. 
But the Republicans are 
seeing their own defections 
among Hispanic voters, espe-
cially in Florida, where for the 
first time more are registered 
as Democrats than Republi-
cans. 
McCain remains popular 
among Cuban-Americans in 
Miami, who tend to vote 
Republican and admire his 
military record and his sup-
port for U.S. policy toward 
Cuba The campaign unveiled 
its Florida Hispanic steering 
committee last week with 
names of roughly 100 active 
Hispanic supporters from 
throughout the state. 
· Angelette Aviles, 32, · an 
active supporter of, McCain, 
believes he will help the econ-
omy and be tough in the inter-
national arena. But she was 
frustrated by a recent South 
Florida radio ad highlighting a 
former Cuban political pris-
oner's support for McCain. 
"It's like, OK, I think the 
hardcore voters in Miami are 
going to vote for ·the Republi-
cans no matter what," she 
said. "The younger genera-
tion, they're more concerned 
about bread and butter issues. 
You need to reach out to us." 
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Manteiga, a Democrat, 
said Hispanics want more 
than Obama's stadium 
speeches. or 'McCain's town-
hall meetings. 
· "No one is meeting with 
the 40 Latin ministries, as 
they would ip the black com-
munity," he said. "Latins want 
a hug. They want a touch. If 
300 or 400 people sliake the 
candidate's hand, that trans-
lates exponentially into votes 
when they talk to their family 
and friends." 
Manteiga said a personal 
connection is most important 
for Obama because he must 
convince Hispanics who are 
uncomfortable voting for a 
black candidate. 
· Many Hispanics inter-
•• 
viewed by the AP acknowl-· 
edged tensions on that front, 
because of competition over 
jobs and services or because 
of prejudice. Yet many also 
said these issues would not be 
the deciding factor for them, 
especially in a year when the 
economy and the war in Iraq 
loom large. 
· "To me, being Hispanic, 
the government caters to 
blacks," said Eddie Martinez, 
51, of Las Vegas. "Anything 
the government is giving 
away goes to blacks first.'' 
Even so, Martinez plans to 
vote for Obama because he 
believes the Illinois senator 
would be the best at bringing 
jobs to the area. Manny 
Genao, a Dominican native, 
• Small Classes 
nna,,,,,_,D 
has run the popular Cafe 
Madrid in east Orlando for _ 
years and proudly displays 
portraits of local Republican 
leaders across his walls. 
Genao said people in his 
neighborhood complained 
about an uptick in crime with 
the influx of "the diverse peo-
ple" who poured in from New 
· Orleans following Hurricane 
Katrina. 
In the next breath, he said 
the Bush administration was 
too close to the oil companies 
and that he views McCain as 
more of the same. Then he 
compared Obama's speeches 
to those of Martin Luther 
King Jr. 
"I'm still undecided," he 
said. 
Online Classes 
I World Experience 
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Former press secretary Tony Snow dies at age 53 
, DOUGLASS K. DANIEL 
Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Tony 
Snow, a conservative writer 
and commentator who cheer-
fully Sparred with reporters in 
the White House briefing 
room during a stint as Presi-
dent Bush's press secretary, 
died Saturday of colon cancer. 
He was 53. 
·~erica has lost a devot-
ed public servant and a man of 
character," President Bush 
said in a statement from 
Camp David, where he was 
spending the weekend. "It 
was a joy to watch Tony at the 
podium each day. He brought 
wit, grace and a great love of 
country to his work." 
Snow died at 2 a.m. at 
Georgetown University Hos-
pital, according to former 
employer Fox News. 
Snow, who served as the 
first host of the television 
news program Fox News Sun-
_day ·from 1996 to 2003, would 
later say that in the Bush 
administration he was enjoy-
, ing ''Vie most e;x:citing, intel-
lectually aerobic job I'm ever 
going to have." 
Snow was working for Fox 
News Channel and Fox News 
• Radio wh~n he replaced Scott · 
McClellan as press secretary 
in May 2006 during a White 
House shake-up. Unlike 
McClellan, who came to 
define caution and bland 
delivery from the White 
House podium, Sn.ow was 
never shy about playing to the 
cameras. 
With a quick-from-the-lip 
repartee, broadcaster's good 
looks and a relentlessly bright 
outlook - if not always a 
command of the facts - he 
became a popular figure 
around the country to the 
delight of his White House 
bosses. , 
GERALD HERBERT/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
White House spokesman Tony Snow conducts his first press briefing in the Brady Press Bdefing Room of the White House in Washington Tuesday, May 16, 2006. The conservative commentator and former White House press secretary 
had joined CNN as a commentator in April. He also served as a speechwriter for the first President Bush. Snow died Saturday of colon cancer. He was 53 years old. He is survived by his wife and three children. 
. . ' 
He served just 17 months as 
press secretary, a tenure inter- · 
rupted by his second bout 
with cancer. In 2005 doctors 
had removed his colon.and he 
began six - months · of 
chemotherapy. In March 2007 
a cancerous growth was 
. -removed from his abdominal 
area and he spent five weeks 
recuperating before returning 
to the White House. 
·~ of us here at the White 
House will miss Tony, as will 
the millions of Americans he 
Tile plaza Transforms into a motion-picture party -
, . •••••••• , 
inspired with his brave strug-
gle against cancer," Bush said. 
Snow resigned as Bush's 
chief spokesman last Septellk 
. her, citing not his health but a 
CRYSTAL PAOLOEMILIO / C~RAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF community pulled out folding chairs and snuggled up on couches outside the/Irena Friday night to catch a free showing of Transformers. 'Movies on the Plaza features 
a movie as well as activities leading up to the feature presentation. TJ:!e next Movies on the Plaza is scheduled for August 9; the selection is to be announced. 
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need to earn more than the degree in philosophy from 
$168,000 a year he was paid in Davidson College in North 
the government post. In April, _ · Carolina in 1977 and studying 
he joined CNN as a· commen- economics and philosophy at 
tator. · · the University of Chicago, he 
Vice President Dick wrote editorials for The 
Cheney was "deeply sad- Greensboro (N.C.) Record, and 
dened" by the news of Snow's The Virginian-Pilot in Nor-
death, his spokeswoman said. folk. 
As press secretary, Snow He was the editorial page 
br01.J,ght partisan zeal and the editor of The Newport News 
skills of a seasoned performer (Va.) Daily Pre$S and deputy 
to the task of explaining and editorial page editor of The 
defending the president's !)etroit News before moving 
policies. During claily brief'm- to Washington in 1987 to 
gs, he challenged reporters, become editorial page editor 
scolded them and questioned of The Washington Times. 
their motives as if he were National Press Club Presi-
starring in a TV show broad- -dent Sylvia Smith said Snow 
cast live from the West Wing. "was a respected colleague to 
Critics suggested that many in the National Press 
Snow was turning the t:radi- Club, and we mark his death 
tionally informational daily with deep regret." . 
brief'mg into a personality- Snow left journalism in 
driven media event short on 1991 to join the administration 
facts and long oh confronta- of the first President Bush as 
Hon. He was the first press · director of speechwriting and 
secretary, by his own account- deputy assistant to the presi-
ing, to travel the country rais- dent for media affairs. He 
ing mon~y for Republican then rejoined the news media 
candidates. to write nationally syndicated 
Although· a star in conser- . columns for The Detroit News 
vative politics, as a commen- and USA Today during much 
tator he had· not al~ays been of the Clinton administration. 
on the president's side. He Roger Ailes, chairman of 
once called Bush "something Fox News, called Snow a "ren-
of an embarrassment" in con- aissance man." 
servative circles and criti- Robert Anthony Srn;>w was 
cized what he called Bush's born June 1, 1955, in Berea, Ky., 
"lackluster" domestic policy. and spent his childhood in the 
· Most of Snow's career in Cincinnati area. Survivors 
journalism involved express- include his wife, Jill Ellen 
ing his conservative v:iews. Walker, whom -he -married in 
After earning 'a bachelor's 1987, and three children . . 
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' SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE Knigh~o and h~s horse enjoyed ~he shad~ of a tree outside _the Stu~ent Union on Friday. Several Orientation groups stopped to 
take pictures With the horse. Kmghtro will reappear to root the Knights on _this fall as the new football season begins. 
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Plan proposes tourism boost 
FROM Al 
about the project as a result of 
past presentations he had 
• made at various conferences 
concerning poverty· and how 
tourism development can eco-
nomically aid the situation. 
• 
"They approached me. 
They wanted to see if tourism 
can help and if they have the 
resources to do it," Croes said. 
After being contact~d, 
Croes took a trip to Ecuador 
in May 2007 to study the area 
and assess the available 
resources. Upon his return, 
Croes and the provincial gov-
ernment, -as the press release 
states, agreed. upon a contract 
that would effectively allo-
cate $130,000 to Croes' 
tourism plan. 
Croes knows the plan is 
ambitious, but he says ii: is 
very manageable. According 
to Croes, the Guayas 
province typically sees_ about 
220,000 interriatio:qal 
tourists a year. He wants to 
focus on boosting this area 
the most because, as he says, 
this is what can generate job.s 
the qajckest. 
Croes also says that 
Guayas wants to make sure 
that this expected boom in 
tourism will not have a nega-
tive effect on the country's 
lush tropical environment. 
This balance has been a focus 
for the team. 
"They can double 
[220,000] without compro-
mising the integrity of the 
ecological system. You have 
to have that balance," Croes 
said. · · 
Croes and his team of two 
Rosen students, both fluent in 
Spanish, have been taking 
numerous trips down · to 
poverty-stricken Guayas iii 
the past year to do various 
planning tasks . like focus . 
groups, assessment of 
resources and countless inter-
views with the local people'. 
One of Croes' assistants in 
this venture has been Ph.D. 
Rosen student Manuel 
Rivera. Rivera said that the 
encounters with, the locals 
have been thrilling. · 
"We found the city to be 
very charming · with great 
people," Rivera said. "They 
are very interested in the 
results of the plan ... We have 
been able to give them struc- · 
ture for future planning." 
Croes sees Rivera as a 
huge asset not only as an 
assistant but also as another 
fluent Spanish speaker, which 
was a requirement in order to 
assist with the project. 
"The people will not trust 
you if there is a language bar-
rier," Croes said. 
. Rivera) a Puerto Rican 
native, 4as experience in this 
field. He previously worked 
on poverty analysis projects 
in both Nicaragua and Puerto 
Rico. He studieµ similar 
issues to what Croes is cur-
rently working on like how 
tourism can stimulate an 
economy, and so Rivera 
knows he can bring some of 
that knowledge to Ecuador. 
rt .---. )i-
, "We want to understand · 
the differeri.t' segments of 
tourism like what are the 
preferences for future 
tourism," Rivera said. "We 
investigated the levelof satis-
faction, · the likelihood of 
returning to the destination, _ · 
an analysis of how tourism 
can it:npact different house-
holds, etc." 
UCF has aided Croes 
· tremendously with its sup-. 
port. He said the university is 
actually planning a side proj-
ect right now that will focus 
on capacity builaing, which 
will study the available 
resources for the expected 
tourism boost. Croes hopes 
that 'it will also help w;tcover 
what still needs to b~ done. 
Rivera added that the 
capacity building project will 
also reveal information on 
· the current status of the labor 
market, as well as what 
should be taught to the 
employees of future hospital-
ity businesses in the 
province. 
Though Croes' work is 
already impressive,·he knows 
his work is far from finished. 
His original plan is being 
implemented right now in 
the country, and the recent 
press release states that 
Croes will be working with "a 
public-private entity with the 
existing tourism board to 
coordinate the effort and 
track its progress." 
His next scheduled trip is 
set for August,. and he plans , 
to st~y for about two weeks 
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com A7 
Official date for AEP to 
take effect is unknown 
F~M Al 
of Student Advocacy, said that 
there were certain conces-· 
sions that they were willing to 
make in order to see this poli-
cy passe·d. Working closely 
with administration, there 
were parts that would not be 
passed at all,, which would 
mean a rejection of medical 
amnesty entirely. 
"The changes made to the 
policy were minimal," Harris 
said ''To address the concerns 
and opposition from higher 
administration, we removed 
the term 'other 
substances/illicit· substances.' 
Students must also have an 
AEP review before exemption 
from student conduct is 
granted after an incident 
occurs. This provision allows 
students to be granted exemp-
tion from student conduct 
beyond a single incident." 
This change was prompted 
~er examining policies used 
throughoµt some _ of the 
nation's top institutions of 
higher education. 
There is not a set date that 
this policy will go into effect, 
considering it is still in the 
proposal stage. 
The implementation will' 
not occur until the policy has 
been looked over by the Gold--
en Rule Review Commjttee. 
Nothing has been fil~d with 
the review committee 
"There are a lot 
of people that 
get too worried 
about getting 
in trouble 
when· they are 
in danger." 
- NICOLE CROSSLAND 
BIOLOGY MAJOR 
because . the creators of the 
proposal want to be sure that 
the policy is written properly 
and provides the maximum 
protection for students. 
· Welch said this is a positive 
change to the policy because 
the university has to draw the 
line somewhere. Each drug 
has different risk factors and 
weighing them all on an even 
scale is not appropriate, he 
said. There would be much 
controversy about what 
would be included 
"Part of the cllallenge is the 
notion that this will allow 
people to get careless," Welch 
said. 
However, th~re would not 
be any form of legal amnesty, 
which leaves risk of arrest for 
students who abuse the poli-
cy. 
i'I think the fact that stu-
dents are taking action is pos-
itive," Welch said "I truly sup-
port and admire students for 
taking this on." 
· There is already support 
from some students to 
approve this policy. 
Nicole Crossland, a biolo-
gy major, thinks this would be 
a very good safety net. 
"There are a lot of people 
that get too worried about get-
ting in trouble when they are 
in danger. By offering amnesty 
to students, lives could be 
saved," Crossland said. 
Harris hopes that students 
feel the barriers between 
them and medic-al assistance 
will be reduced and that they 
will be driven to make respon-
sible decisions. 
"By implementing this pol-
icy, the UCF community gains 
a number·ofbenefits. The first 
benefit is that our ability to 
identify students engaged in 
high risk behaviors is signifi-
cantly in<::reased as this policy 
encourages self-referral for· 
assessment and clinical treat-
ment," Harris said "The sec-
ond is a change in the social 
norms and campus culture, by 
encouraging students to make 
the right choices in difficult 
situations. And finally, this 
policy has the significant ben-
efit of saving students' lives. 
Service freefor babysitters 
FROM Al 
The idea originated in 
Austin; Tex:., where founder 
Mary Sullivan Cooper attend-
ed the University of Texas. 
While in school, ·· Cooper 
babysat for a family, but was 
constantly approached by des-
perate moms for help. From 
this experience, she saw an 
opportunity. After a brief 
career witlf the Dell Computer 
Corp., she left the company to 
. start a program that would aid · 
a mom's busy schedule while 
· finding . her a trustworthy 
babysitter to rely on. In 2003, 
Cooper's idea became a reality 
and is now available for Cen-
tral Florida moms everywhere, 
according to the MommyMix-
er Web site. 
The events are hosted all 
around Central Florida and 
mixers only allow up to 20 
moms and 25 babysitters to 
attend Ashlock said they like 
to keep the events small so that 
all the .moms have time to 
meet all th~ potential babysit-
ters to determine who best fits 
in with their families. Moms 
pre-register on. the · Mom-
myMixer Web site for a fee of 
$100. This fee includes a book 
that includes all the resumes, 
availability schedules and pro-
files of the babysitters who 
attend the event. The book is a 
quick reference for moms 
eager. to find a Friday night 
away from home or even a 
steady babysitter to work sev-
eral days a week. However, 
moms must agree not to share 
the book for safety purposes. 
"Moms get to leave with the 
book." Ashlock said ''It's like 
the little black book of babysit-
ting, so moms will have a stock 
pile. It's important for 1,llOms to 
have more thaR one girl to rely 
on; it provides that resource 
,and it cuts down a lot of search 
time,· and to a mom,' time is 
key." 
For interested babysitters, 
there is no fee required to reg-
ister .on the MommyMixer 
Web site. All potential babysit~ 
CEO & FOUNDING MAMA 
MARY SULLIVAN COOPER 
While attending college ,at the 
University ofTexas, Mary Sullivan 
Cooper babysat steadily for a growing 
Austin family with twins and an older 
sibling.While around to")'n with the 
kids, she was constantly approached 
by desperate moms and dads in search 
of vibrant sitters just like her. · 
Mary recognized that she needed to 
offer an event that would be time 
efficient for the busy schedules of 
families anti college students and also 
combine the good old-fashioned value 
found in face-to-face meetings. She· 
knew the key was to hold exclusive 
mixers that allowed moms and sitters 
to spend one hour networking in 
- hig!Fend boutfques and hip locations 
around town. 
-WWW.MO~IXER.COM 
ters must do is submit a profile 
that asks about.J;b~it:. availabili-
ty,~erience, references and 
what-extra tasks they are will-
ing to7:lo, such as go on vaca-
tion with a family or handle 
. pets. From thatwmfJhey will 
be invtted to attend a mixer 
. taking -----place -near . them, 
Ashlock said . 
Ashlock said she has a 
representative for each school . 
· to recruit potential sitters. 
Each rep~sentatiye is respon-
sible for advertising on their 
·campus and receive monetary 
compensation for each sitter 
they register. -
''I try and meet new people 
at school and I pas$ out fliers 
and leave little post cards," said 
Samantha Schultz, the repre-
sentative for sec. "It's great 
for students who don't really 
have jobs or have part-time 
jobs. The whole point of it is 
for people going to school who 
need the extra cash to find 
· moms who really need their 
help." . 
For Aislinn Perez, an ele-
mentary education major, her 
attendance at a recent mixer at 
Macy's in the Oviedo Market-
place paid off. After attending 
the event in hopes of finding a 
flexible and fun summer job, 
Perez met Susan Johnson. 
..__ ~---·:.::_-J-_.;' . - -- -----·-- ............ 
Johnson, who has a 3-
month..'..old son; attended the 
everit in hopes of finding a 
babysitter to come in while she 
worked from home. Both 
explained that at the mixer you 
just show up, get a name tag 
and then everyone. introduces 
themselves in a row, both 
babysitters and moms, Follow-
ing the introduction is allotted_ 
time tq minglE; which is where 
Johnson and Perez hit it off. 
''You get -to meet people 
you wouldn't otherwise meet 
in a very comfortable, relaxe<;l 
environment," Johnson said. 
''.There's no pressure on the 
mom or the sitters and there's 
no obligation for anyone. You 
get a chance to know each 
other a little before someorie 
walks in your house to take 
care of your child; it's just very 
unique if you don't know a lot 
of people in the area" 
So far the Johnson and 
Perez pair has worked out 
quite well. Johnso1,1 praisecl 
Perez as she said what great 
references and experience she 
had. Perez was also thankful 
for .the opportunity ru;i.d com-
fortable household she was 
welcomed into because of 
MommyMixer. 
''There really is nothing like 
it around," said Perez, who was 
. recruited by Ashlock, who vis-
ited he£ sorority's weekly 
meeting. "It's just a really good 
way to find a job that accom-
modate~ our schedules, and it's 
a really good way for moms to 
find a steady relationship with 
a sitter. It's just a really cool 
thing.'' 
As far as upcoming mixers 
are concerned. the next events 
will be held on August 10 at 
Thread on Park Avenue in 
Wmter Park, and on SepteJI}-
ber 7 at Urban Think boo:\c-
store in Thornton Park in 
Orlando. Ashlock said they try 
to hold events in conjunction 
with student semesters so they 
get the best turnout. 
For more information on 










FOOTBALL · · 
PACKERS WOULD INVITE FAVRE 
BACK TO TEAM-AS BACKUP 
GREEN BAY,Wis. - The Packers 
aren't about to let Brat Favre become a 
free agent And while he's now free to. 
return to Green Bay for another season, 
there's no guarantee he'll be the 
Packers' starting quarterback ifhe does. 
In an interview with The Associated 
Press on Saturday, the Packers' general 
manager Ted Thompson and head 
coach Mike McCarthy said they don't 
plan to grant Favre the release h_e is 
seeking from his contract and are 
committed to Aaron Rodgers as their 
starter. 
''We've communicated that to Brett, 
that we have since moved forward." 
Thompson said Saturday, in his first 
public comments since Favre requested . 
to be released th'is week."At the same 
time, we've never said that there 
couldn't be some role that he might 
play here. £ut I would understand his 
point that he'would want to play." 
With Favre not being offered a 
defined role with the Packers, if he 
returns at this point, and the team is 
not indined to release Favre so he could 
sign with a division rival,a trade may be 
the best reso!ution. 
CYCLING 
ITALIAN RICCO CLAIMS STAGE, 
KIRCHEN KEEPS YELLOW JERSEY 
BAGNERES-DE-BIGORRE, France -
Riccardo Ricco of Italy won the ninth 
stage of the Tour de France on Sunday, 
and Kim Kirchen of Luxembourg kept 
the yellow jersey as the race veered into 
the Pyrenees mountains. ~ 
Ricco won a stage for the second 
time in ttiis race, finishing a_bout a 
minute ahead of the main pack that 
induded Kirchen. 
C.adel Evans, one of the favorites, 
crashed about halfway into the 139-
mile from Toulouse to Bagneres-de-
Bigorre.The Australian ·was treated for 
bloddy scrapes and got back on his 
bike. 
The ninth stage took the 170 riders 
along seven dimbs, induding the 
demanding Peyresourde and Aspin 
passes. The three-week Tour ends July 
27in Paris. 
BASEBALL 
HARDEN K'S 10 IN WINDY CITY 
DEBlIT, CUBS WIN IN EXTRAS 
CHICAGO - Rim Harden struck out 
10 in an impressive debut for the 
Chicago Cubs, who blew a five-run lead 
in the ninth inning before beating the 
San Francisco Giants 8-7 Saturday on 
Reed Johnson's single in the 11th 
inning. 
Outfielder Jim Edmonds homered 
and drove in four runs early for the 
Cubs, who led 7--0 after four innings 
and held on to win for the fifth time in 
six games. It was the Giants' sixth 
consecutive defeat. 
The Giants trailed 7--0 heading into 
the eighth inning, but two runs in the 
eighth and five more runs in the ninth 
tied the score. · 
Cubs pitcher Sean Marshall singled 
off Brian Wilson (0-2)to start the 
bottom of the 11th. Mark DeRosa then 
walked,and Marshall was forced out on 
Mike Fontenot's bunt attempt.Johnson 
then laced a hit to right and DeRosa slid 
into home just ahead of Emmanuel 
Burriss' throw. 
Marshall (2-2) pitched two innings 
forthewin. 
C.arlos Marmol was staked to a 7-2 
lead in the ninth and imploded, giving 
up five runs~foureamed-and 
five hits in one inning. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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Star.t-times for UCF Football 
games at BH NS announced 
RYAN BASS 
Staff Writer 
After a successful 2007 season in which the 
UCF Football team pl~yed four of six home 
games in the afternoon at Bright House Net-
works Stadium, the UCF Athletics Association 
has chosen not to shake up game times for 2008. 
The game times for the 2008 home football 
schedule were released on Thursday, and the 
Knights will play four of their six games in either 
the late afternoon or evening. · 
UCF will open its schedule on a two-game 
homestand against South Carolina State at 6 
p.m. on Aug. 30. The contest wi).l be the first-
ever 'meeting between the two teams. 
The Bulldogs compiled a 7-4 record last sea-
son. including a 28-24 upset over No. 25 Hamp-
ton in the FCS. 
The highlight game of the early part of the 
season will come on Sept. 6, when the Knights 
welcome top rival USF to Orlando at 7 p.m., 
with the game to be aired nationally on 
ESPN2. 
USF leads the all-time series 3-0, 
with the Bulls claiming a 64-12 ' 
victory last season on Sept. 13. 
In that game, Bulls quarter-
back Matt Grothe combined 
for four touchdowns, and the 
Knights defense gave up a 
total of 543 yards to Grothe's 
offense. 
After hitting the road for 
two games against Boston 
College and UTEP, the 
Knights will return to Orlando for its 
Conference USA home opener 
against SMU on Oct. 4 at 3:30 ·p.m. 
The Mustangs will open the 
season with new head 
coach June Jones and 
will try to improve on 
their 1-11 record from · 
last season. 
UCF will then take a 
short trip south to take 
on the University of 
Miami on Oct. 11 for the 
first matchup between the 
two schools in their history. 
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Head coach George O'Leary and his Knights 
will then go on a three-game swing in C-USA, 
traveling to Tulsa on Oct. 26, and then coming 
home for two games against East Carolina and 
Southern Miss on Nov. 2 and Nov. 8, respective-
ly. The contest against the Pirates will air on 
ESPN and will start at 8 p.m. UCF fell 52-38 
against ECU last season on Oct. 6. East Carolina 
leads the all-time series 6-1. 
CFF ARCHIVE ' 
The Knights will play host to USM at 3:30 
p.m. at Bright House Networks Stadium. South-
ern Miss running back Damion Fletcher will 
come into the season coming off a year where . 
he rushed for 1,586 yards along with 15 touch-
downs. · · 
UCF will hit the road again for two games 
against Marshall and Memphis, before return-
ing ho~e to end the regular season against UAB 
onNov.29. 
PLEASE SEE HOME ON A9 
Senior safety Jason Venson will be one of the leaders of the Knights' defense, which will begin its 2008 season against South Carolilllt• on Aug. 30 at 6 p.m. 
GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT 
THIS COULD'BE THE START Of SOMETHING BIG 
The UCF Football team will begin its 2009 season against the South Carolina 
State Bulldogs. The Bulldogs went 7-2 in the MEAC last season, an FCS 
Division I-AA conference. 
REVENGE OFTHE KNIGHTS 
The Knights will look to avenge last season's 64-12 embarrassment at the 
hands of South Florida when the teams meet in Orlando on Sept 6 at 7 p.m. 
The game will be aired on ESPN2. 
NOW, rr REALLY MAmRS 
The Knights will play their first Conference USA game of 2008 against SMU. 
The Mustangs, who were beaten by UCF last season, 49-20, in Dallas, will play 
the Knights on Oct. 4 at 3:30 p.m. 
REVENGE, PART DEUX 
The Knights' lone Conference USA loss came against the East (.arolina Pirates 
by the score of 52-38 in GreenviHe, N.C. The Pirates will travel to Orlando this 
· season for a meeting with UCF.The game is on Sunday, Nov.2 at 8 p.m. 
SECOND TO ONE 
UCF's second-to-last home game of the 2008 season will come against the 
Southern Miss Golden ~ on Nov.8 at 3:30 p.m. The Knights defeal,ed the 
Golden Eagles in their previous meetin4 a 34-17 win in Hattiesburg, Miss. 
END Of THE ROAD 
The Knights'final home game this season wffl be against the UAB Blazers. 
They finished the 2CXJ/ season as the worst team in C-USA"s East Division at 
1-7 in conference, 2-10 overaD. UCF beat UAB 45-31 last season. • 
.. , 
• 
UCF golferto compete for 2009 Masters invite . 
WILLIAM PERRY 
Contributing Writer 
UCF golfer David Johnson 
will be playing in the 83rd U.S. 
Public Links Amateur Cham-
pionship in Aurora, Colorado, 
beginning today. 
The championship will be 
held at Murphy Creek Golf 
Course from July 14-19. It is 
one of 10 individual amateur 
championships organized by 
the United States Golf Associ-
ation. 
Johnson shot rounds o'-67 
and 72 at Bloomingdale 
Golfers Club in a sectional 
qualifying tournament last 
month in Valrico, Fla., to earn 
a spot in the event. 
The 156 players, according 
to Johnson, will have to take 
on a difficult links-style 
CO\U"Se and will have to battle 
the hot and windy conditions 
that may get worse as the 
week progresses. 
"They set these courses up 
to get the best out of every 
player, which is good," John-
son said "They make it tough, 
and I hope it's hard so you 
· have to go out there and grind 
it out." 
Johnson flew out to Col-
orado last week so he could 
get some practice rounds in, 
which will be vital to winning 
the championship, he said. 
Recognition of the course will 
be a key to advancing through, 
the tournament, as it is the\ 
longest setup in the tourna-
ment's history - more ~ 
7,500 yards. \ 
Yet, course reco~t-ion 
will become less of a factor 
later in the week, as advanc-
ing golfers will see up to 36 
holes a day for the final three 
days of the tournament. 
For the first two days, the 
players will jockey for posi-
PLEAsE SEE GREEN ON A9 
COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS 
UCF golfer David Johnson will play in the 83rd U.S. Public Links Amateur Championship in Aurora, Colorado, which begins today. If he wins, 













COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS 
Johnson has spent extra time practicing his putting on the Murphy Creek course greens to prepare for the amateur tournament. 
Green play will be key to win 
FROM A8 
tion in the normal stroke-play 
format. The field will then be 
cut to the top 64. If there is a 
tie at the cut, a playoff will be 
held later on Tuesday. 
Then, for the third round 
Wednesday, the tourn~eµt 
switches to match play. John-
son said he feels that this 
style suits his game the best. 
"Match play is where I 
excel," he said "I don't make 
many mistakes . . I'm pretty 
smart and make a lot of pars 
and throw a lot of birdies in 
there sometimes. 
"Playing me in match play 
would be pretty tough · 
because you have to play 
good to beat me by making 
birdies, which 'plays to my 
advantage." 
Each match winner will 
move on to the round of 32 
Thursday. The true test of the 
golfer's mental toughness and 
determination begins here, 
· Johnson said. 
The winners of the morn-
ing matches will then play 
another round in the after-
noon to cut the field down to 
eight. The final eight will play 
Friday morning, with the last 
four playing another 18 holes 
Friday afternoon. The cham-
pionship pairing will tee off 
Saturday. 
The final two players 
remaining will play 36 holes 
of match play for the honor of 
being crowned the champion 
and receiving an invite to the 
2009 Masters. 
"Every tournament, you 
hope to win or expect to 
win," Johnson said. "But with 
this one, you go in putting a 
lot of pressure on yourself, 
which can be more detrimen-
tal than beneficial. But I just 
. want to go out there and have 
fun and do the best I can. 
· "I've done all the practice 
and gone through all . the 
preparation, and hopefully all 
the hard work can pay off for 
me." 
Johnson saiq that the time 
he's spent putting on and 
around the greens of Murphy 
Creek has prepared him. 
·~t the level we play, 
sometimes it turns into a put-
ting match, and since I've 
been practicing so much, I'll 
be ready for that," he said. 
Many winners of this 
championship have gone on 
to · make names for them-
. selves on the PGA Tour. 
Brandt Snedeker, Ryan 
I \(Jf .~ x~tS 
~\J ~~ . 
Moore, D.J. Trahan, Tim 
Clark and current Masters 
champ Trevor lmmelman are 
all recent winners of the 
championship. U.S. Open 
champions Ed Furgol, 
Tommy Bolt and Ken Venturi 
won the amateur title. British 
Open champion Tony Lema, 
PGA champions Dave Marr 
and Bobby Nichols, and Mas-
ters winner George .Archer 
also took home top honors at 
this championship. 
"Winning the .champi-
onship would be awesome, 
and just to . be there is an 
honor," Johnson said "To win 
a tournament like this would 
be a huge boost to my confi-
dence and could oe a career-
changing event." . 
The rigorous college sea-
son has prepared Johnson for 
tournaments such as this one, 
he said. With the 2008 season 
approaching, Johnson said he 
hopes to have his steady play 
from the summer carry over. 
"It's one of those things 
where practice makes per-
fect, and all these tourna-
ments are great stepping 
stones," Johnson said. '~d 
you can learn · something 
from them and then can carry 
it over into the season." 
es 
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B-ball's Sosa to play on 
Puerto Rico's U-18 team 
BRIAN MURPHY 
Sports Editor 
The transition from high 
school to collegiate athletics 
is tough for most. UCF Men's 
Basketball freshman Isaac 
Sosa will try to prepare for 
what the likes of Conference 
USA has to offer by compet-
ing against some of the 
world's best young players. 
Beginning today in For-
mosa, Argentina, Sosa will 
participate in the FIBA 
Americas Under-18 Champi-
onship as a member of Puer-
to Rico's U-18 · National 
Team. 
Puerto Rico will open the 
five-day, eight-team tourna-
ment today against the 
Bahamas. It will then play 
Venezuela on Tuesday, fol-
lowed by the United States 
·on Wednesday. Medal-round 
competition is set for Thurs-
day and Friday. · 
Argentina, Canada. Mexi-
co and Uruguay are also par-
ticipating in the event. 
UCF head coach Kirk 
Speraw said that playing in 
the tournament will help 
Sosa prepare for the rigors of 
Division-I basketball. 
"This tournament will 
give Isaac a chance to com-
pete against some elite play-
ers," he said in a press release. 
·~ of the extra time on the 
court is great for his develop-
ment," Speraw said. "The 
whole UCF basketball family 
will be cheering for Puerto 
Rico and we hope Isaac has a 
great experience competing 
and playing against some of 
the world's best players.'' 
The top four finishers at 
the tournament qualify for 
the 2009 FIBA U-19 Champi-
He is on Puerto 
Rico's U-18JJational 
tea111 at the FIBA 
Americas U-18 
championship. 
NEWS TO NOTE 
FIRST UP 
The Puerto Rican team will face the 
Bahamas in the first round of the FIBA 
Americas Under-18 Championship 
today. It will play Venezuela on Tuesday 
and the U.S. on Wednesday. 
BREAKING THE CHAIN 
This FIBA tournament has been held 
every four years since 1990. The U.S. 
has won the gold medal four times in 
five tournaments. Puerto Rico won the 
lone other gold in 2002. 
onship, which is slated to be 
held from July 2-12 in New 
Zealand. 
The United States won 
the last FIBA Americas U-18 
Championship, claiming the 
gold medal in San Antonio, 
Texas, in 2006. This year's 
American squad includes 
highly recruited guards Mal-
colm Lee.and Kemba Walker. 
Both players were select-
ed to play in the 2008 
McDonald's All-America 
Game, and they will be play-
ing on the c:ampuses of 
UCLA and Connecticut, 
respectively. 
Puerto Rico has finished 
in the top four teams twice 
since the tournament, which 
is held every four years, 
debuted back in 1990. Puerto 
Rico won the gold medal in 
2002, the only year in which 
the U.S. didn't leave with the 
gold. 
Sosa, a native of Guayn-
abo, Puerto Rico, attended 
Grandview Prep in Boca 
Raton and earned Florida 
Class IA All-State First-Team 
honors as a senior in 2007-08. 
The 6-foot-3-inch guard 
averaged 19.5 points, 6.5 
assists and 6.0 rebounds as 
he led his team to a 36-1 
record and a state champi-
onship appearance. 
Last summer, Sosa helped 
Puerto Rico qualify for this 
event. He averaged 11.8 
points over five games as 
Puerto Rico claimed the 
Centrobasket U-17 Champi-
onship, which was held in 
Humacao, Puerto Rico. In 
the gold medal·game against 
the Dominican Republic, 
Sosa recorded seven points 
in just 16 minutes of playing 
time. In Puerto Rico's second 
game· of the tournament, 
Sosa contributed 18 points as 
his team thrashed the U.S. 
Virgin Islands, 112-67. 
Sosa can play either point 
or shooting guard, and is 
known for his scoring ability. 
His AAU coach with the 
Miami Tropics, Art Alvarez, 
once said that Sosa made 53 
3-pointers in a row during 
practice. 
Sosa may be young, but 
due to the graduations of 
guards Mike O'Donnell, 
Dave Noel, Chip Cartwright 
and Mike Battle, he will prob-
ably see valuable playing 
time in his first season at 
UCF. 
Home slate ends with UAB 
FROM A8 
Marshall and Memphis 
come into 2008 after winning 
three and seven games last 
season, respectively. UCF 
leads the season series against 
UAB 5-0, most recently 
claiming a 45-31 victory on 
Nov.IO. 
The defending C-USA 
. champion Knights are coming 
off one of their best seasons 
with a 2007 record of 10-4. 
UCF graduated former ni.n-
nilig back and All-American 
Kevin Smith, quarterback Kyle 
Israel and three other starters 
on the offensive side of the 
football. The defense · will 
return nine starters from last 
year. 
The Knights will open 
training camp on Aug. 4. 
CFFARCHIVE 
The Knights hope that they can handle South Florida quarterback Matt Grothe better 
than they did in last season's 64-12 blowout. The teams will meet on Sept. 6 at 7 p.m. 
• 
• 
• • (. 
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OUR STANCE 
Students are being 
bilked on all sides 
W e all !mow by now that textbook publishers are 
not the most popular 
organiz.ations in the college com-
munity, and recently they seem to 
be enjoying watching their public 
relations problems compound to 
the point where they may become 
the most reviled industry group in 
academia. 
Custom textbooks are·nothing 
new; many colleges have been 
using them for years because they 
do occasionally provide an added 
benefit for students in certain 
classes. Professors often add sec-
tions to the books that are perti-
nent to their classes. · 
The problem is that book pub-
lishers, university department 
heads and even individual profes-
sors crossed the line when they 
saw the immense profits that 
these '.'custom'' books could bring 
in. These proprietary books and 
digital texts have become nothing 
more than a lucrative way to line 
the pockets of individuals at dif-
ferent levels of the publishing 
process at the expense of the col-
lege student who is faced with 
buying these books. 
New York Attorney General 
Andrew Cuomo has recently 
begun an extensive conflict--of-
interest investigation into the rela-
. p.onships between colleges and 
vendors, such as book publishers, 
Considering his track record for 
finding and stopping improper 
corporate behavior, we might 
finally have some ethical guide-
lines for the way textbooks are 
published and sold 
The University of Alabama is a 
prime e~ple of universities 
receiving egregious royalties from 
book publishers who, according to 
the Wall Street Journal, are 
attempting to subvert the used-
book market by printing books 
that either can't or won't be resold 
as used. The expose notes that 
Alabama requires freshman stu-
dents taking composition classes 
to purchase a writing textbook, 
which costs $5935. The regular 
book is normally available 
through the used book market for 
half that price, but at Alabama stu-
dents are required to purchase the 
university-approved version, 
which has the school's name on 
the cover and also cannot be 
resold to the local bookstores. 
So what's the big difference 
between the regular writing book 
and the University of Alabama 
approved book? According the· 
Wall Street Journal article, the Qnly 
difference is a 32-page section 
describing the s<;:hool's writing 
program - which is available for 
free on the university's Web site. 
The English department receives 
$3 for each book sold, and roughly 
4,000 copies are sold each year. 
No matter what the money is 
being used for, it just doesn't seem 
ethical to charge students double 
what they should be paying, only 
to get a 32-page useless insert 
''It treads right on the edge of 
what I would call unethical 
behavior," said James Koch, for-
mer president of Old Dominion 
University and University of 
Montana. "I'm not sure it passes 
the smell test" · 
A similar situation appears to 
be happening in our own back-
yard University of Florida wildlife 
professor Michael Moulton uses a 
digital textbook in his classes that 
students pay about $90 for. The 
publisher, Faullmer Press, is a 
local Gainesville company that 
produces digital textbooks for 
several UF professors. If $90 
sounds like a steep price to pay 
for a textbook, you'll be even 
· more surprised when you find out 
· that you won't get a penny back 
because access to the textbook is 
online is only good for the current 
semester. 
While it would be nice to 
assume that since Moulton is an 
environmentalist his only motiva-
tion to use digital texts is to save 
the trees, it is clearly not the only 
incentive. When the Gainesville 
Sun asked Moulton about his 
agreement with the publisher, he 
declined to get into specifics. ''I do 
make money on it," he said 'Tm 
not going to lie to you." 
Considering class sizes often 
exceed 500 students, these royal-
ties can amount to a very large 
sum. 
Some professors even went so 
far as to take the entire process 
into their own hands and now 
receive 100 percent of the profits. 
They own the publishµlg compa-
nies that provide the books they 
use. Seigfred Fagerberg, ~ 
instructor in the UF College of 
Health and Human Performance, 
founded Caduceus futernational 
Publishing me., which provides 
the digital texts that are required 
for his ~es. The required text 
for Fagerberg's health and medical 
terminology class is $99. And in 
order to earn extra credit in his 
, class, students have to pay extra 
for an additional workbook -
$29.95 extra to be precise. 
· With textbook prices rising 
two times faster than the overall 
inflation rate, the last thing college 
students need is to spend more 
money on books that are only 
goo4 for one semester. Find some 
other way to raise funds for your 
department or your academic 
conferences. Exploiting students 
is unethical to say the least, and 
this "custom" book policy should 
be more closely regulated But 
with everyone from publishers to 
administrators ·and professors 
involved in this shady procedure, 
whom do we trust to regulate? 
L 
Safety should not 
. . 
put privacy at risk 
L aptops ~e comparable to modem-day filing cabinets. 
Inside are confidential doc-
uments, personal information and 
sentimental photographs. There-
fore, the last group that yo\.\ would 
want to rifle through these things 
is Big Brother. Our advice: Don't 
take any international flights any-
time soon. · 
The Department of Homeland 
Security has recently started prob-
ing laptops at customs check-
points when travelers re-enter the 
United States, according to a New 
York T1mes report · 
Reports indicate the govern-
ment has been searching and even 
seizing laptops; BlackBerrys and 
iPhones along with additional 
electronic devices, and according 
to the Association of Corporate 
'!ravel Executives, out oflOO peo-
ple who responded to a survey 
conducted this year, seven said 
they had had a laptop or other 
electronic device seized Appar-
ently nothing is off-limits to the 
department including financial 
records, medical data and e-mail 
messages, which is stimulating 
unrest among frequent interna-
tional travelers. 
This is a direct violation of the 
Fourth Amendment, which pro-
tects the right of the people 
against unreasonable searches and 
seizures. Unreasonable is an 
understatement. Americans have. 
the right to expect some form of 
privacy, and surrendering their 
personal and potentially compro-
mising information does not coin-
cide with this privacy guarantee. 
At a Senate hearing last month, 
civil liberties, civil rights and busi-
ness groups testified about the 
harm the program is doing, 
according to the New York Tunes. 
Businesses condemn the program 
for fear of disclosing their trade 
( 
secrets while lawyers and journal-
ists claim the government should 
·be prohibited from accessing their 
private information due to "confi-
dential communications with 
clients and sources:• 
These individuals are justified 
in their concerns because beyond 
the personal level, corporations 
and media outlets solidify their . 
cpmpetitiveness by maintaining 
their confidentiality, which could 
prove to be problematic if they are 
forced to submit information from 
their laptops to the government's 
· unnecessary seizure of informa-
tion. 
fu April, the United States 
Court of Appeals for the Nmth 
Circuit in San Francisco upheld a 
laptop search at Los Angeles futer-
national Airport Let us hope that 
the rest of the judicial system and 
remaining states do not follow the 
actions of the San Francisco court 
Similar to the law that requires 
probable cause for law enforce-
ment officers to search a person's 
car or home, the Department of 
Homeland Security should also be 
required to have probable cause to 
search a person's electronic 
device. 
fu addition, racial profiling 
should not be used as a tool to 
declare probable cause. fu a recent 
congressional hearing on the issue, 
Farhana Y. Kher~ the president 
and executive director of Muslim 
Advocates, said Muslim Ameri-
cans traveling abroad have often 
had -electronic storage devices 
seized without apparent cause. She 
said several people have also been 
questioned about their political 
and religious views. 
These searches also ?-Pparently 
exclude persons who are not con-
sidered technologically savvy, 
such as elderly people, children 
and impoverished people. 
Students and business people are 
being selectively targeted for 
searches becaust: they are stereo-
typically expectea to carry laptops 
on trips. 
In the event that law enforce-
ment officials or the Department 
of Homeland Security does have 
pmbable cause, they should be 
required to explain the reasons for 
which they are searching a per-
son's device. 
;perhaps what is most disturb-
ing is the fact that people do not 
have the right to object to these 
· searches so they have no choice 
but to comply with the demands 
made by authorities. These are 
people who have simply traveled 
out of the country and upon their 
return they are bombarded with 
unconstitutional security meas-
ures meant to ensure the "safety'' 
of American citizens. 
Victims of these unreasonable 
searches and seizures should 
inquire about what happens to the 
information that is siphoned from 
their computers - is it stored. 
deleted or redistributed? Would 
the government approve if we, as 
concerned "citizens, unreasonably 
seized top-secret information and 
refused to reveal the intended use? 
American travelers should be 
able to journey freely without fear 
of being burdened by intrusive 
security measures. Laptops are 
intended for the convenience of 
making information portable but 
they are now being subjected to 
the perverted justice of the United 
States government Thereis noth-
ing routine about unwarranted 
searches and seizures. 
Americans expect to have 
some privacy regarding personal 
information and no authoritative 
entity should have the ability to 
openly trespass into the world of 
technological confidentiality. 
LOUIS COPPOLA / THE PITT NEWS 
Be prepared to seij 
your soul to buy gas 
fu the recent months, I 
thought that I had come to the 
conclusion that the price of 
gas, like a stab to my cornea, is 
pretty much the last thing I 
want to think about. 
But after finally taking the 
time to pick up a copy of USA 
Today while waiting in a den-
tal office for a near 86,483 
hours, I discovered gas prices 
aren't just a slap in the face to 
my bank account; it's also part 
JESSICA SAGGIO 
was to put a freeze on hiring 
and it's now moving on to cut-
ting entire academic activities 
which will, in turn, cut even 
more jobs. fudyMac, a mort- -
gage company,· announced it's 
slashing 3,800 jobs (what USA 
Today describes as half of its 
workforce). Along with them, 
Airtran;FrontierAirlinesand 
United Airlines all announced 
they are laying off significant 
numbers of their pilo~s and 
News Editor 
of the reason! practically ]:_iad to sell my 
soul for a minimum wage job. 
Now as much as I make faces and 
squint through my fmgers as I fill up my 
gas tank, the fact that this stinky sub-
stance is affecting my ability to provide 
for myself is a punch to my self-esteem 
Dr. Phil couldn't even destroy. 
fu the beginning of the summer, I 
found myself applying to pretty much 
anywhere: retail stores, restaurants, 
cafes, super stores - pretty much any-
where that would willingly hand me an 
application. But it wasn't until after my 
rejection card from Target - yes, 
masked as a thank you note, Target sent 
me a "card" denying my services - I 
came to realize that wow, the job market 
sucks. 
I applied all over town looking for 
anything short of turning tricks on the 
street comer, but alas, I remained jobless 
until a good friend set me up with a gig 
working at a tanning salon. I was aston-
ished that it took a connection to get II].e 
a mere $6.79 an hour. I was under the 
impression that you save your network-
ing for real career moves, like gettip.g a 
. · job that provides dental insurance -
yes, there are still some jobs that do that. 
staff. 
Now, mind you, being a stewardess 
or mortgage executive wasn't on my to 
do list after college, but as the date of 
my graduation rapidly approaches, I · 
begin to fear what on Earth I'm going to 
do when I'm flung out of the college 
world paved with scholarships and 
cheap loans and into the hustle and bus-
tle of today's recession. The UCF econo-
mists predict that the school will be 
holding on by a thread until about July 
2010, but for me, the real world greets 
me in May 2009. The question is: will it 
greet me with blossoming opportunities, 
or will I be behind Old Man Conrad in 
the line at a soup kitchen? Worse yet, 
will I find myself doing the thing so 
many of us dread: moving back in with 
my parents? 
I can only hope and pray that when I 
part ways with this university, with my 
journalism and business experience now 
laid iri stone (actually paper), I may have 
some hope for economic prosperity as I 
enter a struggling workforce. It seems to 
me that those of us who will be success-
ful will be the ones. who are innovating 
the world.in which we've all become 
accustomed. Therein lays the' true ques-
tion: will things get better before we, as 
soon,-to-be graduates, are cast out .into 











But today as I perused the newspa-
per, it appeared to me that cutting jobs is 
how most businesses are coping with 
the economic slump. Even UCF ~dmit-
ted that their solution to budget cuts 
our hard-eru::ned degrees lead to a rejec- . < 
tion card from Target? 
. . 
MAN ON THE ST·REET 
T ff E WORD AROUND CAMPUS 
"What do you think about 
the' neW tailgating. rule?'' 
BRENDAN THOMAS ANDRES RODRIGUEZ MATT HARRIS 
Undeclared, Sophomore Engineering, Freshman Business Management, Senior 
"I don't have a problem with it . "It's retarded. There's no reason "I think it's a good thing because 
because everyone should be inside why they should not allow tailgat- there's plenty"of time to get tailgat-
watching the game anyways." ing after kickoff." ing in before an afternoon game." 
LAITARAS STOKES ADAM SARDINHA CARMEN RIOS 






·,,1 would be in favor of having con-
tr_olled tailgating at a designated 
time before the game." 
'1 think it5 cunb because people shoud 
still bea~to party and representOll" 
teamwithoothavilgto buy a ticket" 
"It sucks for people who tailgate, <1 
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Online 24 hrs/day: 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
By phone: 407-447-4555 
By fax: 407-447-4556 
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave, 
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817 
SUBMISSION DEADLINES 
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9 a.m. day before publication 
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VISA, MC, AMEX, Dis-
cover, Cash, Check 
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 
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407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
100 HELP WANTED: General 
BARTENDERS WANTED . 
$300 a day potential. No Experience 
Necessary. Training Provided. 
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107. 
CB&S Bookstores now hiring! 
Save on gas by working near. school. 
We offer great discounts on textbooks 
and UCF gear, plus flexible work 
schedules build around your classes. 
Must be available to start the weeks of 
Aug 4th or 11th .. 
APPLY AT WWW.NEBOOK.JOBS 
Post Office Now Hiringl Avg pay $20/hr 
or $57K/yr. Incl fed, ben, OT. Offer 
placed by exam services, not aff w/ 
USPS which does hiring. 
Call (800) 713-4492. 
Oviedo-Exp. Auto Detailer FIT Apply 
in person. Weekends&ref. req. Salary 
Neg Oviedo Car Wash 407-977-1644 
Mon-Thurs 10a-4pm 
PIT Doggy Daycare associate, assis. 
manger, maintenance, & grooming 
assistant posistions avail. 
Must Love Dogs. 
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus! 
Locations in Orlando and Sanford 
... www.dogdayafternoon.net••• email 
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net 
Gymnastic Instructors and Front Desk 
Attendants. Flexible scheduling! $8 to 
$14 an hour, depending on experience. 
Training avail. (407) 380-9339 
Ri-:h@ReflexGymnastics.net 
We are a business that specializes in 
Touching up high end cars at 
established dealerships. We are 
looking for motivated part-time and full-
time employees in the Orlando area. 
The compensation is excellent. 




Fall Marketing Internship Available! 
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great 
experience! Fast-paced work 
environment. Must be energetic, 
creative, hard-working! 
UCF credit avallable. 
Send resume w/ cover letter to 
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com. 
Breakfast/Lunch line cook. PT/FT 
$10-13/hr. Energetic & Professional. 
Apply in person @ Briarpatch 
~55 Park Ave. North, Winterpark 
Sunshine Babysitting is Hiring! 
Earn extra money while babysitting 
for vacationers to Florida. 
Visit http://resortchildcare.com and 
apply. You )Nill be on the list 
permanently. 
Cheryl 321-228-5849 
Crane/Heavy Equip Training. National 
Certification. Placement Assistance. 
Financial Assistance. Georgia School 
of Construction. www.Heavy5.com Use 
code "FLCNH" or call (866)218-2763. 
\'\·,Kc anti ,1cw aLh m1\inc an~1inw :\t: 
w,1 w.Knight\cws\)a\)Crs.com/c\assifieds 
.. I I 
1300sq ft of Brand New commercial 
space available. Located within the 
beautiful Oviedo Town Centre 
community. On O.viedo Blvd. Part of a 
new development. Could be used .as a 
nail, or hair salon. Please contact 
Denisse 407-741-8600 
200 
2/1 duplex on cul d e sac near Dean & 
Univ avail now. Big fnod yard. New A/C 
& paint. Small pets welcome. 
$850/mo. Call 407-405-3642 
2br/2 bath duplex avail. 7/15 1000 sq . 
ft. 800 ft. from UCF campus (Walden 
Woods dr.) $850.00/mo 2 people + util. 
& security deposit. 1 car grge,W/D 1 yr. 
lease.(407 )365-2471 
I~ FOR RENT: ~ Homes 
3BD/2BA Spacious 5 minutes from 
UCF $1 ,300/month 
407-592-2043 
412.5/2 UCF/Waterford $1575 & 
3/2/2 UCF $ 1375 + security dep 
both. All appliances, celling fans 
In all rooms, pest control & lawn 
maintenance Included. For more 
Information call 407-568-7608 
3bd/2ba/2car garage near 
UCF/research park. Formal Living rm, 
dining rm, tam. rm. Screen porch, big 
yard, fireplace. $1475/month. Incl. 
W/D, Avail Aug. 1. Preview Now! 
Call Doug 407-920-5201 
3/2/2 w/ lake single family home & 
3/2.5 Townhouse. 2-3 mi. to UCF. 
Avail. July. Call 954-663-6297 
MU$T SEE!!! 
2bd/2.5ba 'fully renovated townhome in 
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout 
· all appliances incl, $1000 deposit 
$875/mo 407-416-8369 
Home For Rent. 4Bdr/2Bath, 
2 Car Garage. Located 2.5 Miles 
From UCF Main Campus. Lawn Care 
and Pest Control Included. $1,800-
/Month. First Month and Deposit 
Required. Call J.P. at 407-948-
3884 
Beautiful 3/2 custom duplex. 2 miles to 
UCF. 1150 sq ft. Appliances & lawn 
service incl. Non-smokin~. $125.0/mo. 
+ security deposit. 407-359-5001 
Perfect House/Rooms for 
Students.·Nlce, Spacious 4 bd 
house on large lot 3 ml from UCF. 
$450/Room, Inc .all utlllties, 
wireless internet. 850-449-4217 
Rent or Lease Purchase Fully 
remodeled 2/2 w/loft townhouse. W/D, 
tile floors, living room and dining area. 
Great investment for college student. 1 
mile from UCF call 407-340-8124 
. Brand new large 4/212. W/D, 
waterfront. Very Close to UCF, pool,-
gym,tennis Students OK.$·1300/month. 
Avail nowl 407-249-2059 
Walden Chase, lovely gated comm. 
located 1 mile from U_CF. Incl. pool. 
3/2.-
5 w/upgraded kitchen & appliances. 
W/D More info. call Cherry/Dante 954-
608-4649 
Chuluota-2 bd, 2 bath 2 car garage, 
large workshop, screened porch, family 
room, fenced yard, lakefront. 
$1080/month, aug.' 1st, 407-365-3648 
The Crest at Waterford Lakesl 
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, gym, pool 
Available August, $550/roommate + 
1/2 util. Call (407) 247-6423 
Luxury CONDO For Rent - 3BR/2BA, 
Hardwood floors, new carpet, new 
bathrooms, granite countertops, 
swimming pool , Gym, 5 min from UCF. 
$1 ,290 407-509-4958 or 407-451-5137 
Waterford Landings! 5 min.from UCF 
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available 
August. $475/roommate + 1/2 utilities 
Call (407) 247-6423 
1 room Avail. in 4 room 
house. $600 month includes 
everything. 3 guys Ors/srs) live in 
other rooms. Corner of Alafaya & 
Chapman in Oviedo. Don't deal 
with Waterford traffic! Only 4 min 
to UCF. 12 mo. lease starting 
August'1. CalVEmall Steven. 407-
616-1628/skay99@tampabay.rr.com 
l Roommate Wanted 
3 bedroom/2 bathroom semi-
furnished luxury apartment in The 
Crest at Waterford Lakes. 
Looking for non-smoker who is 
neat, responsible, friendly. 
Lease is 1 year 
(occupancy beginning August), 
$250 deposit, and $495 per month 
utilities included. No pets. 
Rent Includes: Own bedroom, 
high speed Internet, cable TV, all 
utilities, health club and pool 
membership, ample parking. Must 
supply own bedroom furnishings. 
Call (201) 930-1115 
2 Rooms 'for Rent in Hawthorne Glen 
(Townhome)Just 2 miles from UCF, off 
McCulloch. Extremely clean, quiet, well 
maintained home. Great studying 
environment. No pets a)lowed. Looking 
for female. 
$500 + Utlilties 
Call at 407-506-4858 (Claudia) 
M/F wanted for furnished 312 home 
on lake. Walled Comm, 6 mins to 
UCF. $500/mo incl. util. Non-
smoker, sec sys, pool & tennis. 
Available Aug. 
Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448 
GET A BETTER JOB, TODAY 
OPENING AUGUST 11TH! .. 
NOW INTERVIEWING: Wt-a::z • Kitchen Staff + Servers ... < a c: • Pubkeeps + Greeters z ::,, • Dishwashers - cc ~ ... 7335 West Sand Lake Road 
_. en 
407-345-1039 
c""' Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm • P-IIIIIC:: I., 
!mil ROOMMATES 
AVALON PARK: Bedroom with private 
bath in a 4/3 house. $500/month all 
utilities (cable, water, internet, elec) 
included. 20 min Iron UCF. For more 
info. call/email 
thefrigiepenguin@gmail . -
com, (843) 298-2074 
LOOK!! 3 rooms avan in a 
house with Pool, scrned in prch, W/D 
fully furnished, no lease required, near 
UCF and VCC $359/mo 813-964-7427 
Great house to share in Colonial Town. 
F looking for 1 M & 1 F. Honest, resp, 
·reliable, clean, ref's. 3 bd. $600/mo. 
$250 Sec Dep. 407-758-2516 
Brand new Townhouse less than 
1 mi. to UCF. 3bdrin ·2.5 ba, 2000sq ft 
fully furnished, 55" big screen tv, 
pool, gated community. Room has 
sleigh bed If needed. $500/mo. 321-
278-3518 
F needed for 4/2 home with pool in 
Casselberry. $600/mo all util incl. Must 
love dogsl 407-470-3083 or 
mrshammer@cfl.rr.com 
Room for rent in 5/4 BRAND NEW 
home in Avalon Park area. Looking for 
easy going roommates $600/mo. all 
util., internet incl. Theater room Call 
Eric 407 -575-7323. 
Grad student seeking female 
roommate for 3/2 home in Waterford 
Lakes. $450 plus utilities. Email 
TLCDream02@aol.com or call 561 -
445-6079. 
2 Females Wanted, 4 mi. to UCF. 3/2 
-w/ garage & laundry room. Beautiful 
house in neighborhood. $400/mo, 1/3 
util. Call Robin at 954-804-4949 
Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford 
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse, clean. 
$550/mo. Near UCF (407)620-3303 or 
305-613-2200 
Looking for a non-smoker, neat and 
responsible female roommate to share 
a 3/2 house in Waterford Lakes with 2 
other girls. Hardwood floors, fireplace, 
only 12 mins from UCF. $500 a month 
plus utilities. Call(305) 206-3831 
Need female roommate to rent last 
room in 3/2 house 2 min from UCF. 
Rent:470+ Util. Dep:483, 1 yr lease 
move-in 7/25. ka.kochan@yahoo.com 
Large room with priv. bath .& extra 
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11 
$425. $200 sec .dep. All utils incl. Furn. 
Call Steve 407-267-4982 
Rooms Available in a 3/2 home off 
University. 7 mins from UCFI Mature or 
grad student wanted. $575/mo util. incl. 
W/D. (407) 617-0805 
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lmll ROOMMATES 
Huge 6/3 Home in Tanner Crossings. 5 
Rooms Available. $525/mo. incl util. 
913-908-81!!5 
rentucf@yahoo.com 
Responsible N/S Roommate to share 
beautiful,fully furnished 2/2 Condo 1 /2 
mile from UCF-wood floors,cath. 
ceiling.new appliances,washertayer-
clubhouse,gym,pool,tennis courts. 
Utilities and cable included. $600/mo 
avail. now - Call 813-763-5517 
1 room avail in 4/2 Male preferred. 
1 o min from UCF . $525/mo ALL 
UTIL INCLI Avail 8/1 ($150 electric 
cap) Call 813-264-9284 
Responsible, Reliable Roommate 
wanted for 4/2 House in The Reserve. 
Walk to UCF, $500/mo. incl. util, 
Call 913-908-8185 
Rooms for rent in brand new 4/2. W/D, 
water front. Near UCF $470/mo util 
incl. $5$0/mo for master. Avail. now! 
407-249-2059 
Gorgeous Executive 5/3 Pool Home in 
Waterford Lakes, need 3 roommates. 
Responsible Female Preferred, 
$495/mo.+util. 913-908-8185 
rentucf@yahoo.com 
2 Ams. avail. in 3/2/2 $500/$550 River 
Park subdiv. 3 mi to UCF, furn. New 
appl. W/D, utilit incl. Must be 25 & up. 
Bkgrnd chk. Chip 813-966-1314. 
Non-Smoker, female prefered, ASAP 
near UCF & Waterford Lakes in a nice 
quiet new house within conservation 
area, W/D, $450/mo. util. inc. 
please call 407-249-2059 
Motivated seller, will help w/ closing 
costs. 3/2 Move in ready, excellent 
condition. 5 mi. to UCF. Good 
neighborhood. 1005 Whittier Cir. 
Oviedo, FL 850-329-7370 
Mobile home for sale 12x64 3 BDR 
2bath.Screened porch and storage. 
Washer Dryer . Mai Tai Village off 
Goldenrod m inutes from 408 and 
airport access. $9500 OBO. 
Oviedo beauty! Lovely 4/3 near UCF 
Corner lot, large screened porch 
2355 sf, split plan, many upgrades 
$320,000-call 407-421-9476 for appt. 
5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront 
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D, 
water' & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch. 
Low condo fees. Own pay assist. for 
. 1st time buyers. Starting at $100,000 
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874 
Twin bed w/ NEW mattress and 
boxspring, dresser. $175 Wood, 
sqaure, stackable, storage modules. 
$10 ea. Tall, black bookcase $30. Cat 
scratch posts $20 ea. Wicker 2 story 
pet bed $1 o. 407-227-1779 
Queen size mattress set, bed frame & 
headboard, dresser & large mirror, 
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Fill in the grid so 
that every row, 
column and 3x3 
box cont ains the 
digits 1 through 9 
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Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Wedding loops 
6 Homer hitter? 
9 Old World lizard 
14 ·• A Rage to Live" 
writer 
15 Wish undone· 
16 Knights' 
weaponry 
17 Religious grp. 
18 Shoshone 
19 Circa 
20 Radon, e .g. 
22 Body's trunk 
23 Time periods 
24 More severe 
26 Amer. ship 
designation 
29 Exist 
30 Second person 
31 Advertisers 
34 Mandarin, e.g. 
39 Let up 
40 Distress letters 
42 Spotted 
43 Put away gear 
46 Multi-geared 
bike 
49 Part ol a min. 
51 Persona 
© 2008 Tribuno MOdfa- Sorvlcos, Inc . 




53 More Intelligent 
57 Pedal 
extremities 
59 Body of Jewish 
law 
60 Positions of 
superiority 
65 Cause to appear 
66 D.C. VIP 
67 Travel course 
68 One who points 
69 Golfer's gadget 
70 Pointer 
7 t Starring roles" 
72 Letters on 
Cardinal caps 
73 Green years 
DOWN 
1 · Be an omen of 
2 Attention-getting 
sound 
3 Dog In "Peter 
Pan" 
4 Male honeybee 
5 Maple seeds 





10 tcva or Zsa Zsa 
11 Squirrel treat 
12 Sedan's river. 
13 Fur-trade 
pioneer 




27 Verbal skirmish 
28 Middling 







37 Will of "The 
Wallons" 
38 Extremit ies 
41 Watchman 
44 Rolle and 
Williams 
1 ST A G I ADDS I LEW I S 
' S A N E B E A U A L O N E 
T R A N S L A T E V E R V E -- G R I E F • -~ A C K E D E G R E T . E D G E I T ORI 
E p A • • s N E E A s . U S E 
L A M A Z E • C A N I S T E R --• c A T H A R I N E • --A C C E p T E o • ES T A T E 
M A R • s L E E p S- N 0 N A S E A E ~ s A • E S T E S 
s C A- L E s 6 A S T £ -
s AM OA S P L I T E N O S 
E D E N S TOOL I ENOS 
s E A 0 E L E S S D A N A 
Last issue solved 
45 Aberdeen's river 
47 12:00 





56 Gathered, as 
fallen leaves 
58 Sleep noi~ily 
61 Track gathering . 
62 Make well 
63 Brrtish school 
64 Stitches 
Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds 
350 
Red 5 Piece Pearl Drum Set 
Paiste PST5 cymbal pack, Pe arl 
P120 kick pedal, and all hardware 
included. $600 negotiable. 
Call : 321-795-5581 or email 
chrisbiddulph @gmail.com for details. 
Line 6 Guitar Amp For Sale 
Flextone 111 XL 2x1 2 150w Stereo 
Combo Amp with FBV Short Board 
Pedal, $550 for both. 
Call 321 -795-5581 or email 
chrisbiddulph@gmail.com for details 
P.A. System tor Sale 
Yamaha EMX51 2SC 1000 Watt 12 
Input 8 Channel Powered Mixer al)d 
2 Peavey PV215 2x15" 2 Way 
Passive PA Cabinets. Cables and 2 
mies w/boomstands included, $ 800. 
Call : 321-795-5581 or email 
chrisbiddulph@gm ail.com for details. 
ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from 
Home. *Medical, *Business, 
*Paralegal, *Computers *Criminal 
Justice . Job placement assistance . 
Computer provided. Financial Aid if 
qualified. Call (866)858-2121 
www.onlineTidewaterTech.com . rm WANTED 
Paying CASH for used or broken 
laptops. Also selling good laptops 
CHEAP and doing repairs. 





E -TER TO WI · A $1500 SCHOLARSHIP & $1500 ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE. 
. . 
Z~RO OVE I , LOOK & LEASE $150 GIFT CARD. 
'.) 
